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OutlineOutline

The “new” CASTOR dev team

New features since last meeting
 client, DLF, protocols, repack, tapes, GC, ...

Bug fixes
 disk server tuning, dead locks, bad states, ...

Still to be done
 build and release schema, security

Known bugs
 very few now
 deployments : repack 2, VDQM 2, SRM 2
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Who is CASTOR dev ?Who is CASTOR dev ?
Sebastien Ponce
Project Leader
Code generation, LSF,
DB

Giuseppe Lo Presti
DB, core framework, SRM,
external institutes support

Giulia Taurelli
test suites, RFIO,
VDQM 2, DB interface

Dennis Waldron
DLF, expert system

Rosa Maria Garcia Rioja
web site, 64 bits port,
gridFTP v2, xroot

Felix Ehm
repack for CASTOR 2

Hugo Caçote
tape related software
Hardware team

Olof Barring
SRM 1, tape part
Operation team

External contributors from RAL,
IHEP Moscow and JINR Dubna 

Miro Siket
tape optimizations

Arne Wiebalck
tape related software
Harware team
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New features (Client part)New features (Client part)

RFIO api was made thread safe
 protocol change that triggered a 2.1 release of CASTOR
 castor-lib-compat package created containing a backward 

compatible libshift.so.2.0
A port range is now used for the stager callback

 default [30000-30100]
 port number is chosen randomly within the set
 still problems of concurrency at the bind/listen level

name server command lines for ACLs and links
 nsln, nsgetacl and nssetacl

 Improved stage_qry
 -s option, regexps
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New features (Core)New features (Core)

New DLF
 much quicker and no impact on main process
 see Dennis' talk

Finished request are kept for some time
 allows correct answer to stager_qry

Cleaning service introduced
 removes old requests
 removes very old errors

Database reconnections
 when a DB connection is lost, it is automatically renewed
 makes the service robust against network glitches
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New features (Core 2)New features (Core 2)

Garbage collection was improved
 ORACLE jobs independent of other transactions handles 

GC requests queuing in a table
 job is restarted by a trigger if needed

Support for 64 bits
 done for a pure 64 bits install
 compatibility tests to be done

• rfcp problems have been reported

LSF plugin / monitoring rewrite
 mostly done
 needs intensive debugging
 See next talk
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New features (Protocols)New features (Protocols)

RFIO
 merged with DPM code base (see Giulia's talk)

GridFTP v2
 integrated, under tests, see Rosa's talk

Xroot
 almost integrated, see Rosa's talk
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New features (Disk part)New features (Disk part)

XFS preallocation
 avoids fragmentation on XFS file systems

RFIO support for O_DIRECT
 avoids kernel paging for big files

Credits to Peter Kelemen and Andras Horvath from the 
CERN linux team

Net result should be much better performance
(see http://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/FIOgroup/TsiTpSrvRfioDirect)

Never tested in production yet. Note that the O_DIRECT 
tuning requires SLC4 diskservers
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New features (Tape part)New features (Tape part)

Check of tape MIR validity
 for LTO-3, 3592 and T10K

Tape Alerts reported
 at release time to identify certain media/read-write hardware 

problems.
Support of the IBM 700GB tape
Changes on the compression reporting

 in order to use the IBM's Non Volatile Caching
 useful for writing small files.

Tapeserver running on SLC4
 A patch removed from 2.6 kernel we have to use drivers 

Macro to get the same information.
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New componentsNew components

SRM v2.2
 already deployed on preproduction setup
 see Shaun's presentations

Repack 2
 will be used to repack 5 PB from 9940 to T10K and 3592s 

between now and June next year
 see Felix's presentation

Test suite
 > 100 tests implemented
 discovered already many problems
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Bug fixes (short list)Bug fixes (short list)

Removed most of database dead locks
 a single one remains on the alice instance, none on atlas

Fixed most of the bad status in database
 e.g. no more diskcopy staying in waitDisk2DiskCopy

Removed accumulations in the database
 better cleaning mostly in case of errors

Stager permissions fixed
 now respects ACLs and Cupv priviledges

• needed for repack and for admin purposes

 takes properly the open flags into account
Fixed stager_qry to be immune to large number of 

DiskCopies for a given file
 usually failed ones when a file is overwritten > 500 times
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Remaining deadlock (note singular)
 in fileDeletedProc with itself
 leaves DiskCopies in BEINGDELETED (but they were)

Creation of readonly files fails
 create them normally, change permissions afterward

Problems with putDone on multiple files
 only first one taken into account ?

Problems with bind/listen
 not “thread safe”
 lead to strange situations where 2 requests use the same 

port and mix answers
 not visible unless you try very hard and remove randomness

Known bugsKnown bugs
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Future plans (major items)Future plans (major items)

Major improvements of the build system
 ongoing, trying CMT
 targeting ETICS
 see Giuseppe's talk

Security
 Authentication 
 Authorization

• VOMS support ?

• CUPV rewrite ?

Port to other platforms
 essentially windows and MacOS
 only for the client part

Please comment on what you're needing
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stager_qry -sstager_qry -s
POOL default          CAPACITY 3.64T      FREE   3.62T(99%)  RESERVED       0( 0%)
  DiskServer lxfsrk4703       DISKSERVER_PRODUCTION   CAPACITY 3.64T      FREE   3.62T(99%)  RESERVED       0( 0%)
     FileSystems                       STATUS                  CAPACITY   FREE          RESERVED       GCBOUNDS
     /srv/castor/01/                   FILESYSTEM_PRODUCTION   931.16G    930.86G(99%)        0( 0%)   0.20, 0.30
     /srv/castor/02/                   FILESYSTEM_PRODUCTION   1.36T        1.36T(99%)        0( 0%)   0.20, 0.30
     /srv/castor/03/                   FILESYSTEM_PRODUCTION   1.36T        1.34T(98%)        0( 0%)   0.20, 0.30

POOL dteam            CAPACITY 46.56T     FREE  41.60T(89%)  RESERVED  30.27G( 0%)
  DiskServer lxfsra3001       DISKSERVER_PRODUCTION   CAPACITY 4.66T      FREE   4.20T(90%)  RESERVED   3.91G( 0%)
     FileSystems                       STATUS                  CAPACITY   FREE          RESERVED       GCBOUNDS
     /srv/castor/01/                   FILESYSTEM_PRODUCTION   1.16T        1.02T(87%)  1000.00M( 0%)   0.20, 0.30
     /srv/castor/02/                   FILESYSTEM_PRODUCTION   1.75T        1.61T(92%)  1000.00M( 0%)   0.20, 0.30
     /srv/castor/03/                   FILESYSTEM_PRODUCTION   1.75T        1.57T(90%)    1.95G( 0%)   0.20, 0.30
  DiskServer lxfsra3002       DISKSERVER_PRODUCTION   CAPACITY 4.66T      FREE   4.20T(90%)  RESERVED   4.88G( 0%)
     FileSystems                       STATUS                  CAPACITY   FREE          RESERVED       GCBOUNDS
     /srv/castor/01/                   FILESYSTEM_PRODUCTION   1.16T        1.06T(90%)    1.95G( 0%)   0.20, 0.30
     /srv/castor/02/                   FILESYSTEM_PRODUCTION   1.75T        1.62T(92%)    1.95G( 0%)   0.20, 0.30
     /srv/castor/03/                   FILESYSTEM_PRODUCTION   1.75T        1.53T(87%)  1000.00M( 0%)   0.20, 0.30
....

POOL repack           CAPACITY 6.11T      FREE   6.11T(99%)  RESERVED       0( 0%)
  DiskServer lxfs6132         DISKSERVER_PRODUCTION   CAPACITY 1.53T      FREE   1.53T(99%)  RESERVED       0( 0%)
     FileSystems                       STATUS                  CAPACITY   FREE          RESERVED       GCBOUNDS
     /srv/castor/01/                   FILESYSTEM_PRODUCTION   447.03G    447.02G(99%)        0( 0%)   0.20, 0.30
     /srv/castor/02/                   FILESYSTEM_PRODUCTION   670.61G    670.60G(99%)        0( 0%)   0.20, 0.30
     /srv/castor/03/                   FILESYSTEM_PRODUCTION   447.03G    447.02G(99%)        0( 0%)   0.20, 0.30
  DiskServer lxfs6134         DISKSERVER_PRODUCTION   CAPACITY 1.53T      FREE   1.53T(99%)  RESERVED       0( 0%)
     FileSystems                       STATUS                  CAPACITY   FREE          RESERVED       GCBOUNDS
     /srv/castor/01/                   FILESYSTEM_PRODUCTION   447.03G    447.02G(99%)        0( 0%)   0.20, 0.30
     /srv/castor/02/                   FILESYSTEM_PRODUCTION   670.61G    670.60G(99%)        0( 0%)   0.20, 0.30
     /srv/castor/03/                   FILESYSTEM_PRODUCTION   447.03G    447.02G(99%)        0( 0%)   0.20, 0.30


